Small slope theory is reviewed briefly for the Dirichlet problem, expressions for the reflection coefficient and bistatic scattering cross section for one-dimensional surfaces are given, and numerical results are presented for two different roughness spectra.
T(k$z, kia) = -~/ dx exp[-ikizz -ik,,f(x)]fi.
V~(fl s% (1) where 7 = (z, f(x)) is a point on the surface, E is a surface normal, and E . V+(~~is the unknown surface source density. For the SSA it is rewritten~fi.
V@(r~= i exp[-ikizz -i~iz}(z)]@(k~~, kiz, x, [F]).
The phase factor accounts for the change in the T matrix due to rigid translations of the surface either horizontally or vertically. @ is expanded in a functional Taylor series in F, the Fourier transform of f(x), with coefficients @n. The @. are found by expanding Eq. (1) in powers of f(x) and comparing results with the PT expansion. 00 is part of the first-order slope term, @l the second, and so on. A detailed derivation is given in (4).
COHERENT REFLECTION LOSS
The first-and second-order SSA reflection coefficients are found by taking the first moment of Eq. (1) with 00 and @l, respectively,
where h is the rms surface height, W(K) is the surface roughness spectrum, and kfli = /kz -(K+ kiz)2. Equation (2) is identical to the KA result, and Eq. (3) reduces to the second-order PT result in the small height limit. The SSA results for the coherent reflection loss, 12010glRl1, are given in Table 1 for a PiersonMoskowitz spectrum. They are compared with exact integral equation (IE), PT, and KA results (5). 
+ where
= kfla + k~, -v=, k~~= k2 -(k~z -K) , vz = kiz -k.x, VZ= Kiz+ k,z, and the asterisks denote the complex conjugate. Examples of the SSA for a Gaussian spectrum are given in Fig. 1 where the SSA, exact IE, PT, and KA results are shown. In the legends, SSA (2) is the lowest-order SSA SS obtained from Eq. (4), SSA (3) is obtained from the sum of Eqs. (4) and (5), and SSA(4) from the sum of Eqs. (4)-(6). For a power law spectrum, scattering strength levels are higher in the backward scattering direction, and the lowest-order SSA is much more accurate, .. 
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